UNSED

HAS MR FIN D

HE'S M ~L RECHERCHER

THREE TRAFFIC INFORMED COMMERCIAL PLANE CARRYING PASSENGERS

HAS RIGHT OF WAY THE GOSPEL FIGHTER MADE NO ATTEMPT TO AVOID

FIGHTER AIRCRAFT WAS ALIGHT UPON IT WITHOUT BEING ATTEMPT TO

MACHINE NOW IS WITH COUSLED AND BOAT PLANE CRASHED FD

IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT 24 LIVENS NEVER LONG OF BRITISH PLANE FD

ROBERTSON HAS SENT A GENERAL OFFICER TO INFORM (A) 4-POWER

INQUIRY AND (B) ASSURANCES THAT BRITISH AIRCRAFT WILL NOT BE

RECOVERED FD PRISONER. MG HS HAS ALREADY DECLARED THAT "UNTIL HE HAS

HEARD FROM MOSCOW, HE IS NOW PLACING AND WILL CONTINUE FIGHTER

RECORDS OVER HIS PASSENGER FLIGHTS FD

WE ARE NOT SCHEDULING ADDITIONAL PASSENGER FLIGHTS TODAY SINCE

THE ONLY REMAINING FLIGHT TO A NIGHT MOUTH FROM BERLIN FD WANT,

NO FIGHTER AIRCRAFT IN WREN HS ARE VIBRANT TO PROVIDE FIGHTER RECURS

FOR THE BATTLE OF THIS FLIGHT FD ENGAGER CMA THEM A SATISFYING

EXPLANATION IS RECEIVED BY ROBERTSON TODDY CMA WE WILL PLACE FIGHTER

COVER OVER OUR PASSENGER FLIGHTS STARTING TODAY FD

WE HAVE NOTIFIED THE NATION THAT THIS ACTION WAS NOT INLEYED BUT THE

RELATION OF A "FIGHTER RECOGNITION" PILOT OUT TO SHOW HIS DEPARTURE OF

THE WOLPER POWER FD WINTER CMA CONSTANT SOVIET PROPAGANDA TO THE

ENEMY THAT THERE WOULD BE NO HUNTING EXISTENCE WITHOUT AIR PLANS

MAKES IT DIFFICULT FOR THE GOVERNMENT TO MAKE A SATISFACTORY EXPLANATION

WITHOUT A SUBSTANTIAL RECIPE FROM THEIR PANNERS AND RADIO PROPAGANDA VXX

WITHIN GERMANY FD
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